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GET CREATIVE  ……Design and print your own fabric (and cards) 

Super soft lino block and cutting tools (tools and lino can be brought on line for around £20 for tools and block) 
Fabric paint – for fabric printing 
Ink stamps – for printing paper and card 
Scissors to cut the soft lino block & a small roller or rolling pin to press your lino onto the fabric or card 
Paper, pencils & ballpoint pen to draw and plan your design – you should have a small visual journal/sketch book to get 
your inspiration from 
 
This is a great way of creating something truly original while learning a new technique.   

 

 

 

 

1.                         2.                                    3.                              4.                        5.                                  6. 

Pull all your materials together (1) get your fabric paint and/or ink pad (2) decide on your design, it could be a simple shape or a more complex one, depending on your 

research in your visual notebook (3 & 4) decide on the size of your print.  If this is the first time you have ever created your own stamp/lino print don’t make it too large.  Cut 

your lino (5) to size and then draw around a paper template (6 & 7) with a ballpoint pen (8) then using a thin lino tool start to make your first cuts (9,10, 11, & 12) 

      

 

 

 

          7.                                    8.                                  9.                                        10.                                           11.                                           12. 
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   13.                                      14.                                        15.                                      16.                                        17.                                        18. 

PLEASE BE CAREFUL! Make sure that you always keep your hands behind the sharp cutting point (13) it is really easy to slip while cutting and if your hand is in front of the 

cutting tool you will slice into your hand/fingers. (Never a good idea!)  This new super soft lino block is so easy to cut (14 & 15) Please note that you are cutting away the lino 

leaving behind the shape/design to print with.  Cutting away the area around your design. (16) These lino cut marks will also create a print, which can add to the design, 

however, you can keep on cutting until all the ridges have been removed if you wish.  You can text your lino by pressing your design into an ink pad (17 & 18) then press 

firmly onto card or paper. 

 

 

 

 

19.                                         20.                                     21.                                      22.                                        23.                                               24. 

(Don’t throw away these test pieces, you can add them into your visual diary/sketch you can make cards with these prints!)  (19 & 20) When you are happy with your finished 

lino cut design, you can start to test print onto fabric.  First wipe away any ink from the paper/card test printing.  Then using a small sponge gently dab your fabric paint onto 

the lino block (21 & 22) making sure that you don’t have too much paint on the lino block.  Turn and press onto a test piece of fabric, pushing the lino onto your fabric should 

be enough; however, you may wish to use a roller if you have one, or a small rolling pin. (23 & 24) You may wish to create a printing area for this by using some newspaper, a 

tea towel and cover with a piece of spare fabric on the table, this will give you a slightly softer surface to print on. 

 Again keep these test pieces, as they can be used in your visual diary or to make further cards.  You can also 

experiment with how you print as well.  In these examples (25 & 26) I have repeated two different lino cuts to 

create a simple pattern.       

                                                                                                                                                                    25 & 26                                                                                            
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   27.                                                     28.                                                                  29.                                                                        30.                                               

Allow your printed fabric to dry completely and then fix using an iron. (27)  Do check the fixing instructions, (they all differ a little), most fabric paint is fixed with a warm/hot 

iron.  You can experiment printing onto different fabrics, I have printed onto cotton and felt (28).  You now have a collection of fabrics, what you do with them is up to you!  

Perhaps you wish to embroider onto them and create a small picture or how about a lampshade?  In this case I created simple envelope cushions. (30) 

Whether you are working on your NFWI Creative Craft Award or not enjoy this project.  Please remember should things go “wrong” don’t let on, just claim that it was meant to 

be this way, learn from it and re-create something else! 

Want to learn how to make a simple envelope cushion – why not download instructions on how to create an envelope 

cushion? 

 

 

 


